BULLITT COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
PATHFINDERS
Books, Movies, and More on Your Favorite Subjects
The Summer After You & Me
by Jennifer Doktorski-Salvato (2015)
The Jersey shore is home for Lucy, but she is
recovering from a broken heart courtesy of
vacationing Conor. What will happen between
them when he returns?
J DOKT
The Forget-Me-Not Summer
by Leila Howland (2015)
How well does anyone really know anyone?
When Cody’s best friend Meg commits suicide,
she learns that everyone has secrets.
J HOWL

Raymie Nightingale
by Kate DiCamillo (2016)
Hoping if she wins a local beauty pageant her
father will come home, Raymie practices twirling a baton and performing good deeds while
outmaneuvering a drama queen who is a
competitor.
J DICA
We Were Liars
by E. Lockhart (2014)
An unforgettable story of self-acceptance, family
morals, and mistakes that could hold deadly
consequences.
J LOCK, E-book, E-audio

Clatter of Jars
by Lisa Graff (2016)
The fantastical sequel to A Tangle of Knots finds
the Talented kids spending the summer at a
camp where the director hides a mysterious
agenda, magical glass jars wash up on shore,
and children’s talents and memories become all
mixed up.
J GRAF

The Summer of My German Soldier
by Bette Greene (1973)
An unlikely and dangerous friendship is forged between
a young Jewish girl and a Nazi boy, endangering her
entire family.
J GREE, E-book
The Outsiders
by S.E. Hinton (1967)
Different sides of the track collide in this story of
conflict between the “Greasers” and the privileged
“Soc” group, with tragic results.
J HINT, E-book, E-audio

The Awakening
by Kate Chopin (1899)
A married woman and mother of two forges new relationships that make her question her conventional life;
set in a 19th century island resort off the coast of New
Orleans.
FIC CHOP, CD Book CHOP, E-book, E-audio
Wuthering Heights
by Charlotte Bronte (1847)
The classic tale of love and revenge between
Heathcliff and Cathy, two people doomed to a life
of pain and longing.
FIC BRON, LT BRON, CD Book BRON, E-book,
E-audio

Mid Summer New Releases








Falling by Jane Green July 19
You Will Know Me by Megan Abbott July 26
Truly Madly Guilty by Liane Moriarty July 26
Harry Potter and the Cursed Child by J.K. Rowling July 31
Bullseye by James Patterson August 1
Smooth Operator by Stuart Woods August 2
Curious Minds by Janet Evanovich August 16

Is there a topic you’d like to learn more about?
If you have suggestions for future pathfinders, let us know!
502-543-7675 ext. 4 / reference@bcplib.org
Chu’s Day at the Beach
by Neil Gaiman (2015)
E GAIM, E-audio

Ice Cream Summer
by Peter Sis (2015)
E SIS
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The Marriage of Opposites
by Alice Hoffman (2015)
The widow of an arranged marriage, Rachel finally takes control of her own life story and finds love
and passion, igniting scandal.
FIC HOFF, LT HOFF, CD Book Hoff, E-book,
E-audio
Tempting Fate
by Jane Green (2015)
Happily married for 18 years, Gabby does the
unthinkable and begins a life-changing affair with a
younger man, blindly risking everything that is most
important.
FIC GREE, LT GREE, E-book, E-audio
The Sunlit Night
by Rebecca Dinerstein (2015)
Two strangers, Frances and Yasha, flee to the Far
North to learn how to be alone but instead gain the
knowledge that it is love that gives us our place in
the world.
FIC DINE
A Window Opens
by Elizabeth Egan (2015)
When her husband loses his job, happily married
mother of three Alice Pearse becomes a career
woman and is forced to take a look at what would
bring her happiness.
FIC EGAN, LT EGAN, E-book, E-audio
Eight Hundred Grapes
by Laura Dave (2015)
Georgia discovers a huge secret her fiancé has
been hiding a week before the wedding, so she
flees home to the family vineyard only to discover
that he wasn’t the only one keeping secrets.
FIC DAVE, LT DAVE, E-book, E-audio
Weekenders
by Mary Kay Andrews (2016)
Abandoned by her husband and served with foreclosure papers on her beloved island home, Riley
struggles to rebuild her life through a series of odd
events and unexpected secrets.
FIC ANDR, E-book

The Enlightenment of Nina Findlay
by Andrea Gillies (2015)
Having loved two men her entire life, Nina loses them
both and runs to a little island in Greece. When an
accident lands her in the hospital, she gains understanding while telling her story to a doctor.
FIC GILL
Silver Bay
(2014) by Jojo Moyes
When a hotel development threatens the sea
creatures of Silver Bay, conflict arises between
Mike, the developer, and the mysterious tour boat
skipper, Liza.
FIC MOYE, LT MOYE, E-book, E-audio
Island of a Thousand Mirrors
by Nayomi Munaweera (2014)
Two teenage girls, ravaged by the civil war in Sri
Lanka, take drastically different paths in their heartwrenching efforts to survive.
FIC MUNA
The Summer Before the War
by Helen Simonson (2016)
Arriving in the 1914 village of Rye, England, Beatrice Nash, a young woman of good family, becomes the first female Latin teacher at the local
school and falls in love with her sponsor's nephew.
Whisper Beach
by Shelley Noble (2015)
Vanessa fled Whisper Beach fifteen years before,
hiding a secret from everyone. When tragedy
strikes, she returns and is faced with her unfinished past.
FIC NOBL
It Comes in Waves
by Erika Marks (2014)
Competitive surfer Claire Patton gives up everything when her fiancé leaves her for her best
friend Jill. Now, 18 years later, is it possible for
her to forgive Jill and regain her old confidence?
FIC MARK

Does This Beach Make Me Look Fat?
by Lisa Scottoline (2015)
A hilarious mother-daughter duo put a colorful
and zany spin on the weird, crazy, and wonderful
aspects of everyday life.
818 SCOT, LT 818 SCOT, E-book
When Breath Becomes Air
by Paul Kalanithi (2016)
Paul Kalanithi goes from neurosurgeon to lung
cancer patient, sharing his transformation and
what the meaning of life became for him.
616.99 KALA, LT B KALA, E-book, E-audio
Everything I Need to Know I Learned from a
Little Golden Book
by Diane Muldrow (2013)
A humorous new take on adulthood in Little
Golden Book style!
158.1 MULD
A Street Cat Named Bob
by James Bowen (2013)
The uplifting true story of the bond between a
homeless man and the orange tabby cat who
takes him under his paw and helps him heal.
B BOWE, LT 636.8 BOWE
Deep South: Four Seasons on Back Roads
by Paul Theroux (2015)
A travelogue of the Deep South, with lots of
Southern history thrown in.
975 THER, LT THER, CD Book 975 THER,
E-book
Fortunate Son: My Life, My Music
by John Fogerty (2015)
The telling biography of John Fogerty, the front
man for the rock band Creedence Clearwater
Revival.
LT B FOGE, E-audio
My Southern Journey: True Stories from the
Heart of the South
by Rick Bragg (2015)
Essays on life in the south in a straightforward
and funny light by a Pulitzer Prize winning author.
975 BRAG, E-audio

